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UNION PROTESTS,
UO HALTS PLAN TO
SLASH WORKERS'
MEAL BENEFIT
By Aaron Montoya, editor

The university recently halted its plan to take away
an important benefit for food service workers—their
free meals. UO Director of Employee and Labor Relations Wes Fowler explained the decision in a June 10
email. After union members voiced their concerns, the
university decided against charging employees—including student workers—for their one free meal per
shift and reducing the meal discounts of other housing
employees come September. It plans to raise the issue
again during January, the next bargaining opportunity.
"That is a positive for us," Bob James said. James is
currently a food service worker for Big Mouth Burrito in
Hamilton Hall. He began working for the university 22
years ago. "I'm still concerned about the students that
are front line workers that are going to be impacted by
this meal plan, and how that's gonna impact the front
line university workers, the full-timers. Are we going to
have enough help to be able to carry out our duties?"
During two days, union members gathered more
than 300 signatures and sent a petition May 13 to university administrators. They asked the university to halt
the plan, because it is a violation of the contract between Oregon universities and the workers represented
by Service Employees International Union 503. Per
the Collective Bargaining Agreement, all negotiations
of employee compensation should only occur during
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MEETINGS AND EVENTS
KEY

MEETING

Local 085 Membership
Ice Cream Social
July 13 | Wednesday
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Pioneer Mother Lawn
Stewards Council
July 20 | Wednesday
5–7:30 p.m.
Lewis Integrative Sciences 217
Only stewards, please.
Strike Hardship Fund Committee
July 21 | Thursday
Noon–1 p.m.
Lewis Integrative Sciences 217
Executive Committee
July 27 | Wednesday
5–7 p.m.
Lewis Integrative Sciences 217
Contact Action Team (CAT)
August 3 | Wednesday
Noon–1:30 p.m.
Erb Memorial Union
Alsea River Room
Local 085 Membership
August 10 | Wednesday
Noon–1 p.m.
Erb Memorial Union 145 and 146
Crater Lake North and South
Stewards Council
August 17 | Wednesday
5–7:30 p.m.
Lewis Integrative Sciences 217
Only stewards, please.
Strike Hardship Fund Committee
August 18 | Thursday
Noon–1 p.m.
Lewis Integrative Sciences 217
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ACTIONS MATTER

CATS CONNECT UNION MEMBERS, RELAY
DETAILS DURING CONTRACT BARGAINING

By Lois Yoshishige, chief contact
Members of the Contract/
Contact Action Team are
activists within each work
site. During bargaining, CATs
keep their co-workers updated
and communicate ideas and
feedback from members to the
people on the bargaining team.
CATs also organize co-workers
to sign petitions and attend
rallies connected to bargaining.
Team members are most active
during bargaining time, which
will start again January 2017.
CATs can also organize
around work site issues that
their co-workers care about.
Even if an issue is not a violation
of the union contract, we can
still gather support through a
petition or survey and commu-

nicate our messages to management. We can have a collective voice in our workplace to
ensure everyone is treated well.
A recent example is our petition to the university housing
department to bargain fairly
for changes to employee wages,
instead of unilaterally seeking
to take away free meals from
workers as it proposed. We do
not have to watch in despair as
things go downhill—the people
who manage us need our ideas
as much as our labor.
Last month, five CATs spent
their lunch hour with new
classified employees during
New Employee Orientation.
More employees became union
members since CATs began

attending NEO alongside SEIU
085 Membership Coordinator
Gary Malone and David Pinsonneault, a union organizer.
"It shows great unionism to
have all of you share a little bit
of time meeting [new employees] and answering any questions they might have," Pinsonneault said.
Several CATs asked for
brown bag union lunch meetings for their co-workers. In response, I put together a team of
executive committee members,
classified senate representatives
and Kurt Willcox, the classified
staff member on the UO Board
of Trustees to visit work sites
and talk with people who are
union members.

BECOME A CAT—JOIN THE CONTACT ACTION TEAM
Please get in touch with
ҾҾ Lois Yoshishige
loisy085@comcast.net
or either of our union field representatives—
ҾҾ Mariko Yoshioka
yoshiokam@seiu503.org
ҾҾ and David Pinsonneault
pinsonneaultd@seiu503.org.
Your commitment can be minimal—CATs are
expected to do the following.
ҾҾ Distribute union information to other
people who are classified employees in
your work-site
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ҾҾ Communicate ideas, questions and
concerns from your colleagues to
members of the executive committee or a
local union organizer
ҾҾ Attend the noon CAT meeting on the first
Wednesday of every month and the noon
local membership meeting on the second
Wednesday of every month—if your lunch
time does not allow for this, we can figure
out a different way to connect
ҾҾ Ask new employees in your work site to
become union members
ҾҾ Update the union bulletin board in your
department
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UNION, FOOD SERVICE WORKERS OPPOSE PLAN, OFFER ALTERNATIVES
scheduled bargaining.
If the plan is implemented,
people who work with University Housing will lose their
free meals, and their meal
discounts are to decrease. The
plan amounted to a reduction of
compensation—$3 per shift for
food service workers and $1 per
shift for other housing employees. Free meals and discounts
are considered when wages and
other forms of compensation
are set during regular bargaining between the university
system and SEIU 503.
People who work with UO
Housing and dozens of union
members whose compensation
was not directly at stake voiced
their opposition to the proposal
during meetings with department administrators. They
pointed out that our contract
contains a special provision
which defines the meal benefit
that food service workers at Oregon State University receive. If
the UO wants to begin charging
its housing employees more
for their meals, our members
told UO representatives it will
need to bargain the issue just
like OSU did. They told Housing

Director Michael Griffel that
people rely on that benefit, and
the take-away is economically
painful and harmful to the morale of workers.
After he heard news of
Provost Scott Coltrane's plan
to retire and the amount of his

They need our $3
a day, yet nobody
says a word about
the provost making
$370,000 a year.
Bob James
UO food service worker

most recently publicized salary,
James said it underscores the
inequity in the university's approach to cost-cutting.
"What is wrong with this
picture when the number two
man at the UO gets $370,000 a
year and nobody blinks an eye,

NEW 085 LEADERS SWORN IN

but yet, management looks at
the front line workers at the U
of O getting a meal as a problem
to be solved?" James said. "They
need our $3 a day, yet nobody
says a word about the provost making $370,000 a year."
According to the most recent
report from the UO, Provost
Coltrane made $377,235 per
year plus a $9,300 "car allowance" stipend.
SEIU 085 President Theodora
Ko Thompson views the university's decision to delay the
changes to the meal benefits of
housing workers as a win.
"Thanks to all who contributed to the effort, spread the word,
signed the petition and joined
the meetings, provided input
and perspective explaining why
the imposition of the proposal
was wrong," Thompson said. "It
was wonderful and inspiring
to see how quickly we galvanized ourselves and presented
a unified stance, the show of
support that demonstrated that
we cared for each other and for
students who worked alongside
our sisters and brothers. Our
collective effort mattered and
made a difference!"

From left: General Council Delegate Louie Vidmar,
Chief Contact Lois Yoshishige, GC Delegate Liz
Hahn, Labor Choir Leader Dorothy Attneave, GC
Delegate Faith Wellman, Vice-President Johnny Earl,
Secretary Zachary Benedict, President Theodora Ko
Thompson, Chief Steward John Taylor, Treasurer
Melanie Jackson, Steward Randy McCutchen, SEIU
Exec. VP Heather Conroy, Newsletter Editor Aaron
Montoya, Steward Julia Havens. Kurt Willcox
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IN
FOCUS
Read In Focus, a question-and-answer series to learn
about the people who are members of the Service Employees
International Union Local 085.

Tell me about you—you're
involved with the union at the
University of Oregon—so, how
did you come to be here?
OK, I was hired on in 1999 as an
IT consultant with the department of education and spent a
couple of years with them and
then eventually ended up at the
Lewis Center for Neuroimaging,
still as an IT consultant...I still
work as an IT consultant, and
I support the computers at the
Lewis Center. I've also got two or
three other bosses. I support Animal Care, and they've got a web
application they use to manage
various things that have to do
with research protocols that deal
with animals.
The union—what does it mean
to you?
Unions in general are responsible for so much that we take for
granted. The weekend, coffee
breaks, eight-hour workdays,
40-hour work weeks, no children working in factories—all
that is a result of union action.
Businesses aren't gonna do the
right thing on their own. Government isn't gonna to do the
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CHUCK
THEOBALD
Chuck Theobald is a union steward, IT consultant and gardener.
right thing on its own. It's the
collective of people saying the
right thing, and taking a stand,
in some cases in front of guns
pointed at them to make things
better—people who are actually
doing the work. That's the overarching benefit of unions. Here
at the university, it's still applicable—because as a steward, I
see a lot of things that if it were
a private sector or a non-unionized job, the worker would not
have any recourse—things like
bully bosses or working out of
class—just being asked to do
things that they shouldn't have
to be doing...I've been involved
with the union here almost
since the beginning, coming
to meetings since I've been
on campus...As I said, I think
that steward work is my most
important job with the union,
because it's the front line. It's
helping people who have issues
with their management or the
university or don't understand
the contract, and they need
somebody who is there to help.
Our first job as stewards is to
uphold the contract. The second
job is to be an advocate for
workers. Some people can be a

great self-advocate. Not many
people are like that though. So,
that's where stewards come in.
We are essentially the equals
of management, so we have
the ability to say things that an
employee can't and bring things
up and it's not insubordination,
because we don't work for them.
Whereas if the employee were
to try to bring this up, it could
be interpreted as insubordination, and that just leads down a
road you don't want to go.
How should I as a member—a
classified staff employee on campus that's part of the union—
how should I think of my steward? What is a steward to me?
Are you a protector? Are you a
lawyer? What's the relationship?
In a way it is a protector, but it's
certainly not a lawyer. That's
one trap that stewards can fall
into, and I feel myself drawn
that way sometimes is trying
to be a lawyer, and I am in no
way qualified to do that, but I
can read a contract, and I know
what the contract says in plain
language. It's a little bit towards
that, but not, you know, it's definitely not a lawyer position, but
it is definitely an advocate position...We work within the contract, and the contract binds all
of the university and all of SEIU.
Some managers think 'Oh it's
the union making us do this'—
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that's crap, because
the contract is an
agreement between
the university system
and the workers. It's
not something that's
imposed on the university by the union.
Tell us about your life
outside the University of Oregon—what
keeps you busy?
Oh, homeowner, minor landlord; I have
one rental property.
I volunteer with
the OSU extension
service as a compost
specialist, and one
of my great loves is
gardening, and so
I'm involved in the
Common Ground
Garden.
Where is that?
That's at 21st and
VanBuren. We're
always looking for
volunteers...First and
second Saturdays at
ten o'clock; third and
fourth Sundays at 10
o'clock. That's our
work parties.
Anything else?
As far as union work
goes, I would suggest that everybody
at least peruse the
table of contents of
the contract, and
it's available on the
SEIU 503 website.
That's your rights,
that's what you've got
to deal with.

NOTES FROM THE STEWARDS COUNCIL

WHO MANAGES THE MANAGERS?
by John Taylor, chief steward
A significant barrier to creating
an effective and respectful work
environment that benefits both
workers and managers is a systemic
lack of supervisor training.
It is not in the best interest of
managers to make employees' lives
miserable. The machine operates
smoothly when all agents—workers, managers, and administrators—are fully invested in the
success of the organization. When
they are at odds, operating smoothly is impossible. Without the concrete, on-the-ground expertise of
workers, the machine breaks down.
Smart managers seek to maximize
workers' job satisfaction to retain
good workers and in turn ensure
the machine operates well.
To achieve this, managers need
to know how to manage. They need
training to understand the Collective Bargaining Agreement, to
know their workers' rights and the
limitations of their authority. They
need training to manage difficult
conversations and respond to workers' concerns with an open, charitable, and democratic ear. Without
training, often managers instead
begin to feel threatened, entrench
their position, and escalate conflict
unnecessarily. Critically, managers
need support from an administration and a human resources department that value such training.
Unfortunately, it is typically the
worker or their union representative who knows the CBA and is put
in the uncomfortable position of
providing impromptu (and free)
training to managers. SEIU stew-

ards are happy to act as resources
to managers and do what administration and HR can’t or won’t—
offer adequate training regarding
employee rights and supervisor
responsibilities. Workers, union
representatives and managers are
all better served by a university
system that cares as much about
manager training as it does about
its brand and risk assessment.
Ask your managers:

Without training, often
managers instead begin
to feel threatened,
entrench their position,
and escalate conflict
unnecessarily.

• Did they receive training to
understand our Collective Bargaining Agreement?
• Did they participate in Crucial
Conversations training?
• Do they know that the union
is not their enemy, but serves
to make relations smoother,
fairer, and more equitable between workers and managers?
• Do they feel like they have
received proper and effective
training from the university or
are they, like many of us, left
in the cold wondering who’s
looking after them?
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THANK YOU

RECOGNITION OF
MEMBERS, FRIENDS

Zachary Benedict engaged
folks about the value of
unions during ASUO Street
Faire—thanks Zach!
Kurt Willcox
Recognition to Dorothy Attneave, who the University Senate recognized with the 2016 Classified Staff Leadership Award.
A aron Montoya

The 085 Labor Choir recognized Dorothy Attneave for the award
during the June 8 membership meeting. A aron Montoya
Thank you to the Labor Choir members who sang during UO Senate's award ceremony.
Jane Brubaker
Liz Hahn
David Landazuri
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TK Landazuri
Janny Lau
Lois Yoshishige

Thank you to the folks
who engaged people
during the recent Associated Students of the University of Oregon Street
Faire. SEIU 085 joined
the Graduate Teaching
Fellows Federation and
United Academics to talk
to people about unions
and ask them to support
A Better Oregon, a ballot
measure to use a new
corporate tax to fund
schools, like the UO.
Zachary Benedict
Heidi Bertels
Johnny Earl
Liz Hahn
Theodora Ko Thompson
Louie Vidmar
Faith Wellman
Candice Woyak
Kurt Willcox
Mariko Yoshioka
David Pinsonneault
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CALL YOUR STEWARD FOR HELP
541 346 0321
Please leave your name
and phone number so a
steward can call you.
Call for help with
ҾҾ a work problem,
ҾҾ possible contract
violation or
ҾҾ a disciplinary issue.

Admissions..............................................................Theodora Ko Thompson
Business Affairs Office........................................Lois Yoshishige
Campus Operations.............................................John Anthony
Campus Operations.............................................Johnny Earl
Campus Operations.............................................Gary Malone
Campus Operations.............................................Randy McCutchen
Campus Operations.............................................Kirk Wilcox
Campus Operations.............................................Candice Woyak
Computer and Information Science.................Lauradel Collins

USE YOUR RIGHT TO
REPRESENTATION
If your boss or supervisor calls you into a
meeting that might
reasonably result in
discipline against you,
you have the right to
be accompanied in that
meeting by a union
steward or representative. Don't participate,
and state out loud that
you want a steward.

Educational and Community Supports............Marty Hurst
Erb Memorial Union.............................................Michael Barr
Erb Memorial Union.............................................Dave Villalobos
Human Resources.................................................Lisa Wimberley
International Affairs.............................................John Ahlen
Lewis Center for Neuroimaging........................Chuck Theobald
Office of the Dean of Students.........................Julia Havens
Police Department...............................................Steven Barrett
Police Department...............................................Adam Lillengreen
University Housing...............................................Joe Black
University Housing...............................................Michael Omogrosso
University Libraries..............................................John Taylor

NEW SEIU EXECUTIVE VICE-PRES HOME GROWN
Service Employees International Union Executive Vice
President Heather Conroy
spoke to members during
a recent campus meeting.
Conroy was previously Executive Director of SEIU Local
503, to which our sub-local,
085 University of Oregon,
belongs. Kurt Willcox
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